
·Inspire other finalists with your expertise and offer guidance on how they can improve their strategy
·Discover the latest innovations and stay up to date in an ever-changing BPO landscape
·Network with the other judges, finalists, and industry stakeholders
·Attend the CapeBPO Awards Gala and find out who the winners are
·Develop your personal and professional brand across the industry
·Use the Official Awards Judge logo on your social media/personal profile

Since 2012, the CapeBPO Awards has honoured and celebrated the outstanding contributions of the BPO sectors' top-
performing and innovative individuals and companies. The awards attract hundreds of entries each year that exemplify
the talent and dedication of stakeholders across all aspects of the BPO sector. This year, we expect the greatest
participation yet!

We are now welcoming applications for representatives of our prestigious industry to join the Awards journey.

We encourage applications for the judging panel from people who bring different perspectives to the judging process
—from established industry leaders to celebrated emerging talents. We are also committed to ensuring that our judging
panels are reflective of our dynamic and diverse BPO community.

As a judge, you have the chance to:

Judging will take place in two phases – during January, February, and March 2022. All the entries you are judging will
be on one convenient site, including links to videos and attachments. You’ll be able to start, pause and resume at any
time.

Regardless of where you are located, if you are an independent industry stakeholder with some time and a good
internet connection, consider joining our panel of judges.

To volunteer as a judge, or should you have any questions about how to apply or the rest of the judging process,
please email us on awards@capebpo.org.za

CapeBPO is looking for industry experts to join their panel of judges for
the 2022 CapeBPO Awards!
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